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The Supply, the Price, and the Quality of File!
Oils for Pump Irrigation

By G. M. P. Swi

INTRODUCTION

The year 1920 has been an unfortunate one for pump lrngators of
Arizona. With high prices for fuel oil, with unusually light rainfall,
and with dull markets and low prices for crops, there has been little or
no profit in most cases

The Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station has served in a con-
sulting capacity for pump irrigators for the past fifteen years, and has
studied the related problems of groundwater supply, wells, power, and
fuel oils. This bulletin is the result of studies of fuel oils. The studies
are not complete, but the publication is hastened in the hope that it will
be available in time to be of service in contracting for the fuel oil suppty
for 1921.

HISTORY OF PUMP IRRIGATION IN ARIZONA
Although pumping water for irrigation was common in California

before 1900, only a few unsuccessful attempts had been made in this
State, the earliest being at the Hartt ranch in Pima County in 1889
The development in California was clue to the stimulus of an abundant
supply of gasoline at five to seven cents per gallon, while Arizona had
no available fuel oil supply at low cost.

Between 1900 and 1910, many small pumping plants were installed,
most of them in Pima County; but they were confined to shallow-water
areas, the pumping lift being from ten to forty feet. For many of these
plants the power was derived from wood-burning steam boilers; a
greater number employed gasoline engines burning engine distillate No*
1, which was an excellent fuel, almost the equivalent of the gasoline of
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today. Electric power was used in a few plants. These early plants
were described, with tests of their operation, m two bulletins of this
Station.* The distillate plants possessed a great advantage over the
steam plants in the cost ot attendance, an item \\ hich in the small steam
plants outweighed the difference in fuel costs, in 1910 it appeared that
the most feasible power for pumping was to be obtained from central
power plants burning boiler fuel oil.

The available gasoline supply was quickly absorbed by the rapid
increase in the number of automobiles and motor trucks. The standard
of commercial gasoline was reduced from 68° Baume to 60° Baume and
consequently the supply of engine distillate or its quality had to be
reduced. California engine distillate dropped from 55° B. to 50° B.,
and has since been reduced as low as 43°. California pump irrigators
have continued to use the refined distillate to the present day, partly
because of their comparative proximity to the refineries and consequent
light freight charges.

In 1912, it was found that the cheap, abundant distillates of 37°
to 44° Baume gravity, costing 2H cents per gallon in carloads, f,o b.
Los Angeles and nearby points, could be utilized for fuel by slight
modifications of the fuel mixers of the standard gasoline engines. The
modifications consist of preheating the air or a part of the air and
introducing a small amount of hot water into the fuel mixture. Strong,
high-tension magnetos, also, have a great advantage over low-tension
magnetos or wet batteries in burning this fuel, and another aid to good
combustion that has been used to some extent is lengthening the con-
necting rod so as to increase the compression piessure. The cheap
distillates were obtained at first by "topping" heavy crudes in order
better to fit them for use in locomotives; this process gave a low flash
point to the "tops". Later, somewhat similar oils were obtained as
straight cuts in the refining process. These products were called tops
or gas oil, and were adopted widely in Arizona. Being unrefined, they
have always taken the same freight rate as boiler fuel oil and other
unrefined fuel oils. Under the stimulus of the cheap tops or gas oil,
pump irrigation has grown by leaps and bounds since 1912. It is prob-
able that the number of plants has increased ten-fold and the amount of
w ater pumped a hundred-fold. The area of pump irrigation has spread

*Bul 49, Cost of Pumping for Irrigation, and Bui. 64, Groundwater Supply and Irrigation
m the Rilhto Valley, Chapter VII Since 1910 two additional bulletins for pump imprators have
been issued Bui 71 on Care and Operation of Gasohne Engines and Bui, 74 on Oil Engines for
Pump Irrigation and the Gost of Pumping.
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to include some lands where the lift is a hundred feet and more, and it
is probable that the average pumping lift for Arizona is now over fifty
feet, with consequent large power requirements and heavy investments
for wells and machinery. If gas oil suitable for the type of pumping
engines now m use ceases to be available at moderate co^t, hundreds
of pumping plants will be put out of service, at least until some other
and cheaper form of power can be obtained. If pump irrigation be-
comes impracticable from any cause, it will result in the abandonment
of hundreds of improved farms.

THE PRICE ADVANCE OF FEBRUARY, 1920

Until the present year, tops or gas oil has been obtainable from Cali-
fornia refineries in ample quantity, and at very low prices. In Decem-
ber, 1919, contracts were being made for gas oil of 38° to 40° B. grav-
ity at 5^4 cents per gallon. As late as January 22, a twelve-month
contract was made at 6l/2 cents. About the end of January, without
warning, gas oil was withdrawn from the market. Those communities
which had not arranged contracts for the year's supply became alarmed
and made strenuous efforts to protect themselves. In March one com-
munity sent a representative to California to find oil. After a lonij
search he contracted with a jobber for 60 carloads at 11 cents a gallon;
only seven carloads were obtained on this contract, however, and by
mistake they were billed as kerosene, making the freight charge about
six cents per gallon.

Thus the price was practically doubled in one advance. Additional
advances during the summer brought the price to 14J^ cents in August
But the seriousness of these advances is not measured in cents A
motorist uses only one or two gallons of gasoline per day, and hence
a slight advance in price of gasoline is not a crucial matter. A farmer
with a 1000-gallon pump requires from 50 to 150 gallons per day,
depending on his vertical lift, and an advance of eight and a half cents
per gallon in price means an additional expense of $4 to $13 per twenty-
four hours. Allowing the freight charge of ZAl/2 cents per 100 poundb
and allowing a vertical lift of 60 feet, the cost of gas oil per acre irri-
gated, for land in alfalfa or any double-cropped land, is increased from
$675 to $13.40 per year. The cost of pumped water is necessarily high.
To the cost of fuel there must be added the fixed charges of deprecia-
tion, interest, and taxes; also, the cost of lubricating oil, attendance,
and repairs. There are many ranches from which the net returns in
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the past have been meagre, and with the increased cost of irrigation
the balance sheet can show only a lost.. During the past summer many
ranchers have irrigated much less than was needed, on account of the
high cost of fuel, and the lack of water was reflected m the low ciop
yields.

The cause of the advance in price of gab oil is not understood
clearly. The production of crude oil in California in 1919 was 101,-
000,000 barrels, and the production in 1920 has been approximately the
same amount. The amount of gasoline derived from the crude oil m
1919 (by conventional atmospheric refining methods) was approxi-
mately 418,000,000 gallons, which is almost exactly ten percent of the
crude oil produced.

During the present year some of the largest oil companies have
added largely to the gasoline supply by a process of "cracking" heavier
distillates—a process of increasing the yield of low boiling hydro-
carbons by heating the distillates while under high pressure. The plaa
of the largest companies, it is understood, is to crack the "cut'* between
gasoline and kerosene to make gasoline, and to crack the cut between
kerosene and lubricating oil to increase the supply of kerosene. If th*
smaller companies follow this plan, as is probable, it will do away with
all California fuel oils suitable for the ordinary farm engines, except
kerosene and gasoline.

Price advances in boiler fuel oil and in gasoline, also, occurred lasi
winter, but these advances were of small moment. In reply to an
inquiry by the Railroad Commission of California, the Standard Oil
Company stated that considerations of profits did not enter into their
price advance; that their action was designed to protect the fuel oil and
gasoline supply by stimulating production and by checking consumption.

Increased demand doubtless was the largest factor in the price
advance of gas oil However, the largest refiners have not manufac-
tured any gas oil for some time, and the small refiners are not equipped
to convert gas oil into products of higher value. The law of supply
and demand is very sensitive if it can account for the price advance of
150 percent, mostly in three winter months.

FREIGHT RATES ON FUEL OTLS

For many years the rates from southern California refineries to
Tucson were 83 cents per 100 pounds for gasoline and kerosene, 66
cents for engine distillate, and 30 cents for unrefined oils As a war
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measure, 4l/2 cents per hundred was added to each of those rates. Re-
cently all freight rates in the Western district have been advanced 25
percent. The new rate for fuel oil is 43 cents. Fuel oils are figured
at 7^4 pounds per gallon, and refined oils at 6.6 pounds The advance
from 30 cents to 43 cents is, therefore, an increase from 2j4 to Z1/^
cents per gallon, an increase of minor importance when compared
with the change in price at the refineries. Some fuel oil users protested
against the recent advance in letters to the Arizona Corporation Com-
mission, but interstate rates are outside the jurisdiction of that Com-
mission.

There is excellent reason for lowering the rate on kerosene. Kero-
sene is equivalent to a medium or low-grade tops for use in internal-
combustion engines, and in case tops is unobtainable, as was threatened
several times during the past year, kerosene could be used, at least to
mature crops already planted. Rates on the various oils should be
governed in part by the values of the oils; the value of kerosene at
shipping points is about one-half that of gasoline. The application of
the same rate to both oils is an anachronism, dating back to the time
when kerosene was the more valuable of the two oils. Furthermore,
gasoline has a flash point below, and kerosene has a flash point above,
ordinary air temperatures, so that gasoline is dangerous to transport,
while kerosene and gas oils are not. The relative densities and freight
rates are shown graphically in Fig 1 In that figtne kciosene i*»
shown to be of the same density as $ras oil, while its fi eight rate is
equal to that of gasoline.

FUEL OILS AVAILABLE IN ARIZON \
At the present time (November) the fuel oil market is much easier

than it was in midsummer. This is due in part to the slowing down of
industries, and in part to the diminution in export, caused by the
present rates of exchange. These causes are transitory; the shortage
next summer probably will be as great as it was this year.

Arizona is situated much closer to the California oil field than to
any other, and freight rates are lower from the west than from the
nearest field to the east. Nevertheless, since midsummer of 1919 most
of the gasoline shipped into Arizona has come from Texas, Oklahoma,
and Wyoming, and during the past year most of the kerosene has come
from those fields. Also beginning in August, considerable gas oil for
pumping engines has been shipped from Ranger, Texas, to Casa
Grande, Elfnda, McNeil and Willcox
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With gasoline retailing at 35 cents, engine distillate at 23, and
kerosene at 23y2, these oils are too costly for pump irrigation. The
demand for gasoline will increase still further with the increase m
number of automobiles and motor trucks, but with the installation of
more plants for cracking lower grade distillates into gasoline, the
supply is likely to keep pace with the demand for some years. The
recent opening of government oil lands in California to lease, also, is
helping to increase the supply

Despite the frequent lurid accounts of newly discovered cheap fuel
substitutes, it can be stated that neither denatured alcohol nor any other
substitute can compete in price with mineral oil.

TOPS OR G\S OIL

This is the fuel oil on which the present development of pump
irrigation, exclusive of a few localities m which electric power is avail-
able, has been founded The consumption of gas oil in Arizona for
pump irrigation m 1920 has been approximately 1,300,000 gallons
Had not a large part of this been contracted in advance, the cost to
Arizona farmers would have been over $200,000,

The California gas oils of six years ago were of about 44° B.
gravity, but the quality has been forced down gradually to 38°. During
the war some 37° oil was used, but it was found unsatisfactory in most
engines

In March, 1920, shipments of gas oil running between 35° and 36°
were received at Higle}r, Casa Grande, and Tucson, and samples were
forwarded to the Experiment Station for testing. These oils were
burned with the greatest difficulty, engines smoked badly and carbon-
ized rapidly One experienced operator stated that five gallons of
gasoline were required to warm up a cold engine, though previously
with a good gas oil only a gill had been used. It was stated, also,
that three gallons were required to do the work of two gallons of good
gas oil Owing to the vigorous protest, no more oil of so poor quality
was shipped at that time, but later in the summer several shipments of
unsatisfactory gas oil were received. Many farmers who obtained oil
from these shipments purchased gasoline also to mix with the gas oil.

It is believed that the California supply of gas oil will be further
reduced by the extension of plants for cracking, and there is no indi-
cation that the price will be lower next season than it has been in 1920.
Furthermore, the quality of gas oil that is now being offered to inquir-
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ing local dealers and consumers is inferior to the quality on which
buyers have insisted in the past.

While the farmers of Arizona were installing engines designed
to burn tops, it was not foreseen that a method would be found for
converting California tops into gasoline, and that the supply would
be required for that purpose.

At present, only one company in Texas is shipping gas oil to
Arizona This oil is proving satisfactory to the users in the Casa
Grande Valley and in the Sulphur Spring Valley. Its gravity is 42°
B. and its flash point about 110° F The present price is 10J^ cents
at Ranger, Texas. The freight to Tucson is 4.5 cents per gallon and
the rate to Casa Grande is 5 1 cents. If additional refiners can be
interested in the Arizona market, the Texas oils may prove to be a
more reliable supply than the California oils It is essential to keep
both supplies available.

The Whitewater Cooperative Co at Elfrida, Arizona, purchased
a carload of Ranger, Texas, gas oil of 38° B. gravity, in the belief
that this oil would be of the same quality as 38° California tops. None
of the engines in the vicinity could burn the oil and much of it is still
unsold Texas oils should be 4° B. higher in gravity than California
oils in order to have the same volatility. This rule is quite general and
is important; it should be followed by purchasers of North Texas oils.

The relation of gas oil suitable for electric-ignition engines to the
other petroleum fuel oils is illustrated by the accompanying chart
showing the refining process at an Oklahoma refinery The processes
at other refineries arc similar m principle but differ in details

Crude

Crude naphtha
(Cut at 46°B )

Keioseue stock
(Cut at 37°B )

Heavy gas oil
(Cut at 32°B )

Lubucating stock
(End of distillation)

Residuum

Loss

Gravity
° B

53 5

406

350

301

165

Percent
of crude

144

170

180

19 5

280

31

1000
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In the above process, the crude oil is first separated into five parts
As heat is applied, the crude naphtha is distilled first. When the grav-
ity of the distillate is down to 46° B , the valves in the piping are
changed and the distillate is run into the crude kerosene stock tank
When the gravity is down to 37° P> , the distillate is **ctttM to tanks
holding heavy gas oil. (This is not the gas oil ,or tops, that is familiar
to pump irrigators throughout Arizona ) The crude naphtha is refined
again, yielding gasoline, and a residue which is piped to the kerosene
stock tanks. The kerosene stock is distilled again, yielding a distillate
which is treated with acid and becomes kerosene, and a residue which
is piped to the heavy gas oil tanks.

It is the crude kerosene stock which approximates California tops
in quality.

TWSNTY-SfvVrjN PLUS OTL

Considerable California oil of a grade called "27-plus" has been
brought into Arizona for uce in semi-diesel engines. One sample of
27-plus found at Phoenix tested 32° B. The largest refiners, however,
have ceased to make this oil, and it is found to be an excellent oil for
cracking1 Also, the semi-diesel engines have not become popular on
account of their higher cost, their tinsuitability for farm conditions,
and their need of close attention. Therefore, 27-plus is not an oil of
importance. Its present price f.o.b. Tucson is 15 cents per gallon. It
appears possible that a large supply of cheap gas oil of about 34° B
is to be available in the North Texas field. This oil is approximately
equivalent to 27-plus from California. If it is probable that such a
vupply will be available for many vears, it will tend to increase the
use of semi-diesel engines, in which case those engines having com-
pression pressures of about 250 pounds per square inch should be
preferred to the ordinary semi-diesel engines having compression pres-
sures less than 200 pounds.

24 BAUMTt OIL

Oil of 24° R was formerly sold under the trade name of Star
Fuel Oil; it is now called Calol diesel engine oil, at least by one com-
pany It is the ideal oil for engines of the diesel and Hvid, or Brews,
types, with the exception of small Brons engines, less than 20 hor$$-
power, for which gas oil is used. While snch engines can bum
oil for short periods of time, it is wiser to use 24° oil for steady

Footnotc—As this bulletin goes to press, there is i nc rwia* evidence tint; Anoxia will have
to look to Texas for fuel oils for the coming voar Priced of petroleum oily in T#WWi l ive town
^rcatl} mfluml, while m California, there has been no (JefreoffO it» price*.
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tion. The price of this oil is about $2.80 a barrel (42 gallons) at Cali-
iornia refineries and $4.20 a barrel at Arizona main line points.

BOILI:R tfuEL OIL

In the refining of asphalt ba&e oils, the greatest bulk of the crude
oil is left as boiler fuel oil after the more valuable constituents have
been removed. In Arizona, Loilei fuel oil is used almost exclusively
as fuel for steam plants. It is tned occasionally in diesel and Brons
engines, but it is poor judgment to use this oil in any mternal-combus-
tion engine. The gravity runs from 14° to 18° B. Its cost at the
present time is about $1.85 to $2 00 a barrel (42 gallons) at California
refineries, and $3 40 a barrel in Arizona.

Much boiler fuel oil has been shipped into Arizona from Texas
during the past two )ears, depending on the relative prices in Texas
and California.

Mexican oil is received at Galveston and reshipped. It will be an
important factor in steadying the price of Texas oils. Mexican crude
is heavy, usually about 14° B., and contains a very low percentage of
light oils.

One disadvantage to the purchaser m buying heavy oil is the dif-
ficulty of handling it. A carload of 18° B. oil received recently at
Casa Grande was so viscons that it required 98 hours of pumping to
unload the oil, and the cost of unloading was over $150. Had steam
for heating the oil been available, the cost could have been reduced.

TESTS

The qualities of petroleum oils for which tests are applied ordi-
narily are as follows:

1. Gravity 5. Solidifying point
2. Flash -point 6. Sulphur content
3. Burning point 7. Water and sand content
4. Boiling range 8. Thermal value

GRAVITY

There are two scales in use for expressing gravity, the Baume
scale and the standard decimal scale. In the former the gravity of
pure water is taken at 10°, in the latter at unity, that is, 1 000. Gaso-
line in the Baume scale is about 56° to 60°, in the decimal scale it is
about .750, showing that gasoline is about three-fourths as heavy as
water.
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The gravity of oils is measured commonly on the Baume scale
The formula for conversion is as follows:

140
Specific gravity (decimal ) = 7^77— ; — —

1 130+Baume value
Specific gravity is obtained readily by means of a rrydiometer, a

small instrument costing one or two dollars. Each farmer or com-
munity of farmers should own one. A hydrometer with range from
35° B. to 70° B. is recommended, since this range includes gas oils,
kerosene, and gasoline, and is found on one of the standard commer-
cial hydrometers.

While taking the specific gravity, the temperature of the oil
should be obtained also. A correction can be applied to reduce the
specific gravity to what it would be at 60° F., the standard tempera-
ture. Approximate rules for this correction are as follows:

For gasoline, allow 1° Baume for each 10° F,

For tops and similar oils of about 40° B., allow 1° Baume for
each 12° F.

For Calol diesel fuel oil and similar oils of about 25° B., allow
1° Baume for each 15° F.

The correction is to be added to the reading of the hydrometer if
the temperature of the oil is below 60° F. when tested, and subtracted
if the temperature is above 60° F.

There has been considerable condemnation of the specific gravity
test by some oil companies, on the ground that it does not show the
fitness of an oil for engine service. The test is of great value, how-
ever, and it is the easiest test to make, and should be used generally.
The ultimate and best test is the experience with an oil m actual
service. So long as oils come from the same field, as, for example,
the southern California field, then the average volatility, and the fitness*
of a shipment are indicated usually by the specific gravity. That is, hay-
ing had experience with gas oils of various densities, a purchaser ca^
take the specific gravity (and perhaps the flash point) and then know
whether or not the oil is satisfactory. When oils come from an untried
field, then further tests are necessary, either the distillation test or t te
test of actual service.

FLASH POINT

The flash point is the temperature at which vapor is given o
such quantity that it flashes when exposed to an open flame,
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flash point indicates the ease or difficulty of starting a cold engine. A
moderately low flash point, say below 115° P., is desirable for electric-
ignition engines.

Many different patterns of apparatus are in use to determine the
flash point, and the results obtained vary considerably. The Arizona
Agricultural Experiment Station uses the Elliott or New York State
tester, which is ^emiclosed *

Large purchasers of oil, such as farmers' oil associations, should
own and use a flash-point tester There is an advantage in using the
same type of testing apparatus as that used at the Experiment Station,
inasmuch as comparisons can then be made with Experiment Station
records.

BURNING TOINT

The burning point is the temperature at which the "flash" be-
comes permanent. This point is obtained with the flash-point tester.
After the flash point has been obtained, the temperature is raised
further until the flash continues as a steady flame.

BOILING RANGE

The distillation or boiling-range test is made by heating the oil m
a small still, and noting the temperature at which the first drop and
successive fractions of the oil are carried over into the cup in which
the distilled oil is caught. The U. S. Bureau of Minesf recommends
that the temperature be noted for the first drop, and each successive
ten percent up to ninety percent, and also for ninety-five percent and
the dry point.

The American Petroleum Institute distinguishes between "dry
point" and "end point" in the following manner. The dry point is
usually stated to be the point at which the bottom of the distillation
flask becomes dry, and frequently this is indicated by a puff of smoke
leaving the bottom of the flask. The end point is determined by con-
tinuing the heating until the column of mercury (thermometer) reaches
a maximum and then starts to recede consistently. For light oils, the
end point, or maximum boiling temperature, can be obtained quite ac-
curately and consistently. For heavy oils, not much dependence can be

*In a recent private communication from the U S. Bureau of Mines, the Tag closed
tester is recommended for oils having specified limits less than 150° P., and the Pensky-Mar-
tens closed tester for fuel oils flashing above 150° P. These instruments will be obtained and
tried by the Experiment Station at once.

tBureau of Mines Technical Paper 214, "MJotor Gasoline, Properties, Laboratory Methods
olf Testing, and Practical Specifications."
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placed on either the dry point or the end point, on account of the rapid
cracking which occurs at high distillation temperatures.

The distillation test is undoubtedly the best index of the suit-
ability of an oil as an engine fuel It is difficult to make, requiring
considerable technique, and only the largest buyers of oil can be ex-
pected to provide themselves with apparatus. The Experiment Sta-
tion can make a limited number of tests for users within the State,
when conditions justify the expenditure of time. In the Station
laboratory a standard 100 ex. Engler flask and electric heater are
used. The thermometer belonging with the apparatus as received has
an upper limit of 270° C. After some kerosenes had been run, another
thermometer with a limit of 350° C. was secured. It is found neces-
sary to provide the flask with asbestos insulation for oils heavier than
gasoline.

The boiling range usually distinguishes between straight refinery
gasoline and blends with casing-head gas or "cracked" gasoline.

SOLIDIFYING POINT

This is not of importance with ordinary light oils. Benzene,
from coke ovens, however, despite its high volatility, freezes at a rela-
tively high temperature, about 40° F.

With boiler fuel oil the solidifying point is important in the win-
ter season, as steam coils are required to give the oil sufficient fluidity
to flow in pipes.

SULPHUR CONTENT

Sulphur and sulphur compounds in oils are objectionable. Va-
rious tests for sulphur are in use in laboratories. One of the tests for
sulphur in aviation gasoline is the evaporation to dryness of 100 c c.
of gasoline in a copper dish. The bottom of the dish must not be
colored gray or black.

The presence of sulphur leads to corrosion and pitting, particu-
larly of exhaust valves. Not over .20 percent should be allowed in
gas oil, or .75 percent in diesel engine oil

WAT£R AND SAND CONTENT

Sand from the oil wells and water are seldom found in light oils,
but frequently in heavy oils. Obviously they are objectionable. They
are detected easily in light oils, both water and sediment sinking to
the bottom of a container. To make the separation in the case of boiler
fuel oils, a centrifuge has been much used. If the oil emulsion is
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\iscons or if great accuracy is required, the water content should be
determined by distillation. For this purpose 100 c. c. of the oil is
mixed with 100 c. c. of solvent, and the distillation is carried to a point
where the water in the receiving cup cannot be further increased.

Salt} water is very corrosive in dicsel engines.

THERMAL VALUE

The thermal or calorific value measures the theoretic power in
fuel. It is stated in British Thermal (heat) Units (B.T.U.) per
pound of fuel. Each B.T.U. is equivalent to 778 foot-pounds of work.
The thermal value is determined in bomb calorimeters.

Coal varies so widely in quality that determinations of the calori-
fic value become almost a necessity. Petroleum oils, however, vary
but slightly. California fuel oils have about 19,000 B.T.U. per pound.
Although the calorific value per pound decreases with the density, this
is overbalanced by the fact that oils are bought by volume and the
weight of a unit of volume increases faster than the calorific value de-
creases. A gallon of gas oil has about 8 percent more potential power
than a gallon of gasoline.

OTHER TESTS

Additional tests that are applied to gasoline are color, odor, and
acidity. A test for acidity is to shake the residue after distillation
with distilled water and to add a little methyl orange. For heavy oils
tests are made for coke residue, free carbon, acid and alkaline content,
resin, paraffin, and asphaltum. For lubricating oils the viscosity is of
great importance, and is best made in an Engler viscosimeter.

California oils and most of the Texas and Oklahoma oils are of
the so-called asphalt base type. Pennsylvania oils and much of the oil
from the mid-continent field are of the paraffin base type.

TESTS O F FUEL OILS AT THE AGRICULTURAL EXPERI-
MENT STATION

During the early years of the use of gas oil very few tests were
made, because the shipments were satisfactory to the users. Even the
low gravity gas oils contained sufficient gasoline to give low flash
points. Records of most of the early tests were not preserved. Since
1917 tests have been made on many oils, often at the request of the
local dealers or the users. Specific gravity and flash and burning-
point tests are listed in the accompanying table.
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Most of the oils tested were what might be termed regular as to
color, odor, and other qualities. Occasionally a carload of freakish
oil is received, and usually such oils give much trouble. As an ex-
ample, a sample of oil was received from Higley in June, 1919, which
had been shipped from the refinery as a "special fine oil". The oil had
a flash point of 72° F. and a specific gravity of 416 B., but it possessed
a strong odor suggestive of turpentine, and contained much flocculent
material which settled slowly after shaking, flaky particles sticking to
the sides of the bottle and more granular particles sinking to the bot-
tom. The rancher who submitted the sample stated that repeatedly
the feed-pump became clogged so that the engine could not get any
oil, and a black deposit settled on the cylinder. He had tried filtering,
but that "only held back the coarse stuff and let the dissolved''* matter
pass. The oil necessitated an undue amount of water with the charge,
but, strangely, the exhaust was not smoky. With such apparatus as was
available at the University at that time, a distillation test wras run.
The oil began to boil at 167° F. but no distillate was caught until the
temperature reached 257° F., suggesting casing-head gas. At 347° F.
56 percent was distilled and at 446° F. 82 percent. Further heating
yielded only a few drops of thick oil. The residue, about 18 percent,
was almost black and contained solid particles. Upon mixing some
of this residue with acetone, most of the solids dissolved, indicating
asphalt. On examination twelve hours later, a thin coating resembling
vaseline was found on the bottom of the beaker. This was probably
paraffin. Upon mixing some of the residue with carbon bisulfid,
most of the solids dissolved, leaving a small amount that appeared to
be dirt. This oil may have been a product of cracking or it may have
been a light-gravity distillate that had decomposed in storage, to which
some improper heavy oil had been added so that it mi^ht be classified
as fuel oil in shipment.

Another freakish oil, received in Pima County in September,
1920, tested 42.5° B. The flash point was very low, less than 59° F.
But on distillation it was found to have a wide boiling range with a
high end point, and in use it was very troublesome, causing engines
to smoke badly.

During 1920 many oils have been tested for boiling range in the
standard Engler apparatus described above. These tests have been
made at atmospheric pressure of about 27.6 inches, which should

tf|e sample^ fo be somewhat mof$ volatile "than if tested at s$a
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A rough comparison between the light oils may be noted as fol-
lows: 50 percent of the gasoline distills before the temperature of
250° P . is reached; in the case of gas oils 50 percent distills below
temperatures of from 350° F. to 410° F. and, for the kerosenes found
in the Tucson market, the corresponding temperatures are 380° F. to
415° F.

A low initial boiling temperature indicates a low flash point, and
is a feature tending to make easier the starting of a cold engine. A
high end point indicates the presence of hydrocarbons lacking in vola-
tility. An oil with a high end point is likely to leave unburned resi-
dues, which interfere seriously with lubrication, especially so in worn
engines in which the compression pressures have been reduced.

SPECIFICATIONS
It is possible, from the above tests, together with a knowledge of

the action of the various tested oils in use, to formulate specifications
for gas oils. Such specifications must change necessarily from time
to time. The following are suggested as a basis for gas oil contracts
for the year 1921. They apply more directly to California oils. For
Texas and Oklahoma oils, some modifications are required, including
a higher Baume limit and a wider boiling range. Additional knowl-
edge of Texas oils will probably be obtained in 1921. Color and odor
are not specified, being of little importance in. the case of'gas oil, al-
though color deeper than light amber or an unusual odor should lead to
the tests indicated in the specifications.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CALIFORNIA GAS OIL FOR PUMPING ENGINES OF THE

..FOUR-CYCLE ELECTRIC-IGNITION TYP&

Specific Gravity

The specific gravity shall be above 38° Baume.

Flash Point and Burning Point

The flash point shall not be over 120° F. and the burning point
not over 150° F.

Acidity
The oil shall not contain a measurable quantity of acid, either

free or liberated during evaporation.

Volatility
When distilled in a standard 100 ex. Engler flask, by the method

given in U. S. Bureau of Mines Technical Paper 214,
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1. The temperature, when 20 percent is distilled, shall not be
over 375° F.

2. The temperature, when 90 percent is distilled, shall not be
over 500° F.

3. The temperature, when 50 percent is distilled, shall not be
over 410° F., nor over the average of the temperatures for the 20
percent and the 90 percent points.

Foreign Substances
The oil shall not contain any water or sand or paraffin wax or

free carbon, or any visible solid substance, and shall not contain over
.20 percent of sulphur.

The general requirements for gas oil, as compared with gasoline
and diesel engine fuel oil, are shown'in the accompanying table.

TABLE II. LIMITING'REQUIREMENTS FOR CALIFORNIA FUEL OILS*

Test Gasoline Gas oil Diesel oil

Color, above
Odor
Acidity, not over
Sulfur, under
Water, under
Solid substances
Specific gravity, above
Flash point, under
Volatility:

20 percent point, under..
50 " " " ..
90 " " " ..
80 " " " ..

Asfaltum, under
Solidifying" point, under

None
Slight
Xone

JO percent
X one
Xouc

56° B.

260° Iv

None

Amber

Trace
.20 percent

None
None

3S° B.
120° F.

375° F.
400° F.
500° F.

Trace

- T r a c e

JL5 percent
1 percent

None
23° B.
200° F.

660° F.
25 percent

32° F.

It is exceedingly important to contract for the year's supply dur-
ing the early winter. Pump irrigators cannot afford to take any chances,
either as to shortage in the supply or as to quality or price. The con-
tract should be made before the ground is seeded, even better, before
the ground is plowed. The farmer may contract with a responsible
local dealer, but the dealers or associations of farmers should contract
with oil refining companies. Contracts with jobbers are less depend-
able! Farmers' oil associations are advisable, since they eliminate one
profit. It is a good investment for a farmer to install a 3000 or 5000-
gallon tank, sunk in the ground, near his pump-house, and to fill it in
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the winter when work is slack. The winter is the dull season for the
refiners, oil stocks are accumulating, and lower prices can be obtained.

There is a belief prevalent m some communities that oil becomes
stratified in storage, the lighter oils rising to the top. To test this
question, equal parts of gasoline and kerosene were mixed and al-
lowed to stand twenty-four hours, when it was found that the upper
third, the middle and the lower thiid were of exactly the same gravity.
While unloading a car of gas oil, six samples were taken and tested
They were exactly the same except the last sample which represented
the last oil to be drawn out. This was very slightly heavier than the
others. In another test, a hydrometer jar was half filled with gas oil,
and the remaining space was filled with gasoline very carefully so that
the line between the two oils was distinct. Diffusion proceeded slowly,
but was quite complete in two weeks. Several times when gas oil of
poor quality has been distributed, farmers have found it necessary to
purchase gasoline to mix with the gas oil. In such cases the gasoline
should be piped to the bottom of the tank or some agitation may be
required.

THE OUTLOOK FOR PUMP IRRIGATION

One purpose of this bulletin is to give a look ahead to pump irri-
gators and those contemplating new or enlarged pumping plants.

The reports of the U. S. Geological Survey show clearly that
consumption of petroleum oil is increasing much faster than supply.
Exports are decreasing; imports are increasing. In September, 1920,
consumption reached the high record figure of 48,670,000 barrels,
while the production stood still at 38,000,000 barrels. California is
the largest producing state and Oklahoma stands second. For the
Pacific states, it is stated in the Standard Oil Bulletin, the production
for 1920 will be 101,000,000 barrels and the consumption is estimated
at 110,000,000 barrels, the difference being drawn from reserve stocks,
which were already very low at the beginning of the year.

It does not appear that fuel oils will be obtainable again at low
prices, at least for some years. Can irrigators continue to pay present
or increased prices? The cost of pumping depends, not only on the
cost of fuel oil, but also on the lift and on the general efficiency of the
plant. For the average individual pumping plant, the cost, on a basis
of 80 acres under irrigation, in alfalfa or double-cropped, with gas oil
at 18 cents a gallon, including fixed charges, is $18 per acre on a 40-
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foot lift and $34 per acre on an 80-foot lift/4 The cost for cotton is
about three-fourths of these amounts, and for single-cropped land
about one-half of the amounts These figures state the cost of the
pumped water and do not include the cost of distributing and applying
the water

It may be of value to compare these costs with the cost of water
under gravity systems. For the year ended October 1, 1920, the
charges on the Salt River project were $3.90 per acre for 3 acre-feet
and $4 90 per acre for 4 acre-feet. The corresponding figures for the
current water year are $6.40 and $7.40, including a special assessment
To these figures should be added about $4 per acre to cover the interest
on the capital invested in the project. (In the case of the Salt River
and other Reclamation Service projects this interest is remitted.)

It appears that pump irrigation, where the pumping lift (that is,
the depth to water level plus the drawdown) does not exceed 40 feet,
can compete measurably well with gravity irrigation. Undoubtedly
pump irrigation with low lift can continue without interruption through
a period of price depression in farm crops. But where the pumping
lift is much above 40 or 50 feet, it is apparent that there must be a
tairly wide margin of profit in farming to make pumping profitable
with the common type of plant. This statement must be modified
somewhat in the case of plants already in operation; for it may be
better to operate a high-lift plant to a limited extent through a period
of low prices, devoting the land to the higher-priced crops, than to
suffer the loss of the investment already made With citrus fruits,
grape*, melons, lettuce and some other crops, the value of which is
high, the cost of the labor of production exceeds the cost of irrigation,
the cost of fuel oil, therefore, may not be the controlling factor in the
case of crops of high value. With a wide margin of profit in farming,
there is opportunity for pumping on high lift There is a personal
equation involved also; under the same controlling factors, some
farmers who are thrifty and possess good business abilrh, and arc not
hampered by lack of capital, can show a profit where other farmers
fail.

ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF POWER
With gas oil at 18 cents a gallon, it is well to study the alternative

sources of power for pumping.
*The basis ana method of computing pimnpinsr co^ts, and the assumptions required, are

stated m detail m Bui 74 of this Station, and therefore are not repeated here.
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Semi-diesel engines burn lower grades of fuel, the grade called
"27-plus" being well adapted to that type. The outlook for an abun-
dant supply of that grade of oil, however, is not encouraging, and the
cost is not much lower than that of gas oil, not enough lower to offset
the greater cost of the engines and of attendance.

Diesel engines are not built in small units. Large diescl engines
are preeminent for central power plants, and central plants have been
advised strongly for pump irrigation districts. Fuel oil for tliesel
engines costs five-ninths as much as gas oil and the consumption per
unit of power is only one-half as much, but the losses in generator,
transformers, transmission line, and motors aggregate about one-third
of the power generated, and the additional investment in high-priced
engines, electrical equipment, and transmission line i& so high that the
power economy of the central plant system is partly nullified. The
convenience and ease of operation of motor-driven pumps is an im-
portant argument for the central power plant, but the experience in
Arizona has been that the power goes off the line frequently, some-
times several times a clay, and many transformers have been burned
out during the summer rainy (and electrical) season. From the stand-
point of fuel conservation and the public's interest therein, the diescl
engine central plants should be built wherever the irrigated district is
large enough to requite 400 horsepower and is fairly compact in area

For central plants, steam power cannot compete with diesel en-
gines Engines of the Hvid or Brons type have not been tested bv
the writer as'to fuel economy and reliability, and no judgment can be
expressed It is hoped to investigate this type of engine in the near
future.

Another possibility of great promise is that of hydro-electric
power Good water-power projects are not situated in close proximity
to the pumping districts of southern Arizona. The Sabino Canyon
project is the only one in Fima County that is known to be feasible
There is no proved water-power project in Cochise County or Yum a
County In central and northern Arizona there is much undeveloped
water power Power wall be developed in connection with the San
Carlos project, and one or two additional power plants can be built
in the Gila Canyon when the flow of water becomes equalized. Much
more development is possible on the Salt and Verde rivers. In the
Grand Canyon of Arizona there is almost unlimited latent water power;
the length of a transmission line necessary to reach the Casa Grande-
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Florence district is only 225 miles, and to reach the heart of the pump-
ing district in Pinia County 300 miles At the present time the only
cheap electric power in Arizona is the hydro-electric power of the Salt
River Valley. It is believed that hydro-electric power in this State
\\\\\ le increased greatly as soon as capital becomes available at a
moderate rate of interest.

CONCLUSIONS
SUPPLY

1 An adequate supply of gasoline and kerosene appears to be assured,
at least for a year. Long' time forecasts are impossible

2 Engine distillate, gas oil, and twenty-seven-plus—the oils most
used for pump irrigation—are 1 e ng withdrawn from the market
in California. A new source of supply, of much promise, is the
north Texas and Oklahoma field

3 Contracts for the year's oil supply should be made during the win-
ter by each dealer and by each farmer.

PRICE

1 The price of gasoline will fluctuate constantly with changes in the
demand and in the production

2 Kerosene likewise will fluctuate in price, but it should be cheapened
somewhat by a reduction in the present freight rates

3 Gas oil is likely to remain at about the present price level. Any
further increase is sure to curtail the volume of oil used in pump
irrigation, and this will tend to maintain a stable price.

4 The price of diesel engine fuel will always approximate that of
boiler fuel oil and will be considerably less than prices of the
lighter oils.

5 Steam power plants, using boiler fuel oil or coal, cannot furnish
power at a cost low enough for pump irrigation districts.

QUALITY

1 With increasing demand, the tendency is to force the quality
downward in gravity to the heaviest grades that the respective
engines can burn,

2 Fuel oils should be purchased with specifications The specifica-
tions given on page 418 are recommended for California gas oils
for the present Specifications for diesel fuel oil can be based on
the data in the table on page 419.

3 Heavy users of fuel oil should have testing equipment The Agri-
cultural Experiment Station will continue to m&ke tests for farmery
to a limited extent-




